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Four arm turnstile

The four arm turnstile is the solution for all managers who, by choice or necessity, have a
limited budget.
It is effective and economical.
It is easily installed and does not require any special technical operations.
It guarantees clean, quick work without the need for electrical preparations or construction.
Also available with shopping carts passage, equipped with anti-panic safety release.
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The carts 
passage

our customers ...
Carrefour, DIA, Dial, Expert, PAM, Autogrill, Fini.

All information
regarding: uprights,
bars, plastics and
spare-parts...

from page 56

Arms
are fitted

to the rotating head
by means of bolts.

The double 
guide arc

composed
of upright and

double con-
tainment

arch 

“Upright extensions” are available
to adjust the height of the support
upright to that of the trolleys.

Installation of the
four arm turnstile does not
require any connection
to mains.

The standard
rotation

is normally in 
clock-wise 

direction
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four arm turnstile

Components: codes and technical specifications

page 57uprights

page 56dividers

page 56bars

page 59plastics

The horizontal arms
are shipped dismantled
to reduce overall encumbrance.

turnstile sign plate holder

Weight: 0,5 kg.

  code 532 457 010

sign
plate

safety turnstile
include:
head complete with hub
anti-panic, arms and bolts,
frame complete with ring nut
for base fastening to the ground.
Weight: 25 kg.

  diametro bracci 1200 mm code 242 456 710

base
composition

carts passage
include:
chrome plated bar,
4 uni-directional devices,
nuts, washers and bolts..
Weight: 2,4 kg.

  1000 mm code 232 802 606

standard
carts passage
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In case of emergency, the four arm turnstile can be turned 
in the direction opposite the entry direction.  By rotating on 
its upright, it can be moved to make more space in case a 
larger passageway were needed (e.g. for service person-
nel, large objects).

Safety and service device 

Rotation
of safetyRotation

of service

Rotation
in entry

carts passage sign
table
Weight: 0,1 kg.

upright extension D48
include:
fixing sleeve and black plastic sleeve.
Weight: 0,5 kg

code 530 800 604 code 232 851 004

double arc guide
include: 
upright
Weight: 6 kg.

anti-panic carts passage
includes:
double guide arc complete with 
upright, anti-panic opening safety 
device,mechanical safety release 
device bar complete with no-return 
flaps rotation device
Weight: 12 kg.

altezza montante 1120 mm code 242 851 004
         

code 242 456 810

carts passage
include:
chrome plated bar,
6 uni-directional devices,
nuts, washers and bolts.
Weight: 3,6 kg.

carts passage
include:
chrome plated bar,
8 uni-directional devices,
nuts, washers and boltsi.
Weight: 4,8 kg.

1500 mm code 232 802 604 2000 mm

         

code 232 802 605


